DNA Support Group Newsletter # 39
Hello there DiNAs,
Our September DNA Support group meeting was held using Zoom – a method of
presentation that I am slowly getting used to. To be honest, six months ago I was very

wary of using virtual presentation software simply because I didn’t understand it well
enough to feel comfortable using it. Well COVID has certainly changed us all, but for me
using virtual media to listen to, present and for general chat has (almost) become my
default position.
Below is an outline of the topics we covered.
Last Meeting’s Topics





Our Facebook Page;
Looking at GEDmatch;
The X Factor – Looking at X chromosome inheritance;
Date of October 2020 Meeting.

This newsletter will start as usual by discussing items from our Facebook page and
include some links you may find useful.
RootsTech is held in Salt Lake City, Utah, USA each year and it is an enormous
event – which is not unexpected seeing that it is located in the genealogy capital
of the World. Unfortunately it’s a conference that many of us will never get to
attend (with or without the COVID threat) because of time, $$$ or distance.
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Our Facebook Page: From September 1st
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It went ahead in February this
year with only a few
companies pulling out. But
for next year – due to that
virus – the organisers have
decided to offer a new and
exciting format which enables
us all to attend.
Roots tech 2021 is happening
on the weekend of 25 - 27
February as a 3 day virtual
event; but more importantly it’s FREE. This means we will be seeing a lot of
world-class speakers without having to travel, book accommodation or even
needing to get out of our pyjamas. Ok, so maybe not the whole PJs thing as the
organisers are giving us a mix of live and recorded presentations so we really
don’t have to get up at 2am each morning. Read more about it here and here.
I’ve booked and I’ll be there sitting in the best seat in the house. You too can
book from this site.


Pauline Every shared this link “Ancestry has now completed changes to DNA.
Roberta Estes gives her views on the changes. I checked out the StoryScout, I
only had two, a husband and wife, my 3xGGP. The wife’s ‘story’ says she died
before she was born
and was based on inscriptions on headstones. As always
check out and ‘prove’ all story suggestions”.



A heart-warming story from the ABC about how donor conceived people are
finding biological family through DNA.



Finally some DNA news from Louise Coakley in her Genie1 blog.

Our group has a closed (private) Facebook presence so it can only be accessed by us.
We find it the easiest way of offering items from the DNA world to each other. One of
the great benefits is that anyone in the group can post articles of interest or ask or
answer questions.
If you are on Facebook and wish to join us, then simply make a request on the
home page. It is a private place to ask questions as well as to read about the latest
happenings in DNA genealogy.
Looking at GEDmatch

FREE;
DNA comparison & analysis website – and has lots of tools;
Beneficial for people who have tested their autosomal DNA for genealogy
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In the first of a 2-part series, I visited GEDmatch and looked at the free offerings for that
site. GEDmatch.com is:
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As at 14 September, 2020 the Database size has more than 1.1 million users with about
1.45 million DNA profiles (some users are like me in that I have a number of profiles I
manage under my own GEDmatch account).
No matter which companies you have tested with – I have purchased tests from

FamilyTreeDNA and Ancestry – we can upload the raw data to GEDmatch, giving us a
broad use of tools and a larger DNA pool to swim in (read meet cousins). As you can see
from the diagram above, raw DNA from a lot of companies can be uploaded. Some of
the transferees may not have tested with Ancestry or MyHeritage. As an example, a
couple of the early tests that I manage were of elderly relatives which I had to take
through FTDNA as it was the only testing company available at the time. Both relatives
are now deceased, but their legacy lives on in GEDmatch.
Law enforcement (LE) can upload DNA to the site enabling them to search for offenders
– usually of cold cases. Users of GEDmatch have the option of opting in to LE search and
so far more than 285,000 have decided to do so. What I think is interesting is that about
83% of new users are now opting in.
If you don’t have an account, you will need to register. Once registered read their
Information page for details about how to proceed.
I don’t intend to repeat what was said at the presentation as Louise Coakley has a more
than adequate narrative on her blog Genie1. You can read all about GEDmatch here.
A good beginner video is by Andy Lee called “Getting Started with GEDmatch - A
Segment of DNA”
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At the October DNA Support Group meeting we will be looking at the Tier 1 paid
subscription tools.
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GEDmatch itself has a number of teaching videos that can be looked at here.
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The X Factor
Pauline Every presented a video and a discussion on X match inheritance. The video was
presented by Andy Lee and is called “Is X-DNA helpful in genetic genealogy? - A Segment
of DNA”. It can be watched on YouTube.
Essentially males and females have different X patterns due to the double X
chromosome obtained from both Mum and Dad – in the case of females – while males
only get their solitary X from Mum (Dad gives his sons a Y chromosome). This is clearly
shown in the diagram (below) titled: X Chromosome Inheritance and provided by Louise
Coakley.i While Dad received his single X from his mother, Mum got one each from her

parents, so the single X chromosome received from her is a recombination of the X’s
received from her father and her mother. Over the years more work has been done on
X chromosome inheritance and it is now seen as a good working aid for genetic
genealogists. Unfortunately Ancestry does not provide us with our X DNA, but
GEDmatch does.
Below I have shown the inheritance patterns for females (pink starter circle) and males
(blue starter circle) kindly provided by Blaine Bettinger.
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Other resources are ISOGG wiki called X-chromosome; an article by Debbie Parker
Wayne – Using X-DNA for genealogy; Louise Coakley on Genie1 – X-DNA’s helpful
inheritance patterns; Roberta Estes’ blog DNA eXplained – Genetic Genealogy Concepts: Inheritance; and a lot of recombination detail from Jared Smith on his Smith
Planet blog – X Chromosome Recombination's Impact on DNA Genealogy.
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You can download the above fan charts from Blaine Bettinger’s blog and read what he
has to say about X chromosomes here.
And Finally:
Don’t forget, if you find something of interest then let the rest of us know too, either by
sending me an email, bringing it up at the next meeting or posting it onto our Facebook
page. If you want us to discuss a particular DNA subject let me know and we can chat
about it at one of our future meetings.
Next Meeting: Monday 26th October; from 1pm – 3pm on Zoom. See you there.
Stay safe.
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https://genie1.com.au/links/
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